
The leaves are whirling round and roundThe leaves are whirling round and roundThe leaves are whirling round and roundThe leaves are whirling round and round

The leaves are falling to the groundThe leaves are falling to the groundThe leaves are falling to the groundThe leaves are falling to the ground

Round and round, round and roundRound and round, round and roundRound and round, round and roundRound and round, round and round

Falling softly to the ground.Falling softly to the ground.Falling softly to the ground.Falling softly to the ground.

LeavesLeavesLeavesLeaves
Fruits and SeedsFruits and SeedsFruits and SeedsFruits and Seeds

Click Here 
For More 
Leaf Poems

MD 2006

Do you know Do you know Do you know Do you know 
what happens what happens what happens what happens 
in autumn?in autumn?in autumn?in autumn?

Go to the next slide to find out Go to the next slide to find out Go to the next slide to find out Go to the next slide to find out 
about some of the things things about some of the things things about some of the things things about some of the things things 
you might see in the autumn.you might see in the autumn.you might see in the autumn.you might see in the autumn.

If you see me it 
means my slide 
is animated!

leaves of leaves of leaves of leaves of 
different different different different 
colourscolourscolourscolours

conkers, conkers, conkers, conkers, 
acorns, acorns, acorns, acorns, 
wingswingswingswings

and different and different and different and different 
shapesshapesshapesshapes

Click on the orange writing to find out more!Click on the orange writing to find out more!Click on the orange writing to find out more!Click on the orange writing to find out more!

berriesberriesberriesberries

seedsseedsseedsseeds

decaying and decaying and decaying and decaying and 
dead leavesdead leavesdead leavesdead leaves

pine conespine conespine conespine cones

leaves fallingleaves fallingleaves fallingleaves falling

leaves of different colours

oak leaves

sycamore leaves

Do you Do you Do you Do you 
know which know which know which know which 
trees these trees these trees these trees these 
leaves leaves leaves leaves 

belong to?belong to?belong to?belong to?

Conkers come from ……

a horse chestnut tree.

Acorns come from ……

an oak tree.

Sycamore helicopters come from ……

a sycamore tree.

Beech mast comes from…..

a beech tree.

hawthorn berries

hawthorn hedge

rosehips

elder berries

Hedgerows Hedgerows Hedgerows Hedgerows 
are full of fruit are full of fruit are full of fruit are full of fruit 
in the autumn.in the autumn.in the autumn.in the autumn.

blackberries

holly berries

These seeds have all come from different
trees? Can you name the seeds?

beech mast or beech nuts

conkers

acorns

sycamore helicopters

seeds from 
a pine cone

Pine trees have have leaves that 
are long and narrow like ‘needles’

Pine cones 
grow on pine trees.

As autumn moves on the colourful leaves As autumn moves on the colourful leaves As autumn moves on the colourful leaves As autumn moves on the colourful leaves 
turn brown and crispy  and begin to rot.turn brown and crispy  and begin to rot.turn brown and crispy  and begin to rot.turn brown and crispy  and begin to rot.

Click here!

Leaves that fall to the ground are

not wasted. They decompose (rot) and 

make the soil richer in nutrients so that 

new plants will grow. 

Fallen leaves also become food for 

tiny creatures that live in the woodland.

What happens What happens What happens What happens 
to all those to all those to all those to all those 
fallen leaves?fallen leaves?fallen leaves?fallen leaves?

Each tree has its own leaf Each tree has its own leaf Each tree has its own leaf Each tree has its own leaf 

shape.Some leaves have shape.Some leaves have shape.Some leaves have shape.Some leaves have 

smooth edges. Some are long smooth edges. Some are long smooth edges. Some are long smooth edges. Some are long 

and thin. Some are rounded.and thin. Some are rounded.and thin. Some are rounded.and thin. Some are rounded.

Most leaves are green but the Most leaves are green but the Most leaves are green but the Most leaves are green but the 

leaves of the leaves of the leaves of the leaves of the copper beechcopper beechcopper beechcopper beech are are are are 

brown.brown.brown.brown.

Holly Holly Holly Holly leaves are leaves are leaves are leaves are 

sharp and glossy.sharp and glossy.sharp and glossy.sharp and glossy.

You can You can You can You can 
recognise recognise recognise recognise 
leaves by leaves by leaves by leaves by 
their shape.their shape.their shape.their shape.

You can You can You can You can 
recognise recognise recognise recognise 
leaves by leaves by leaves by leaves by 
their shape.their shape.their shape.their shape.

Oak Oak Oak Oak leaves are wavy with rounded leaves are wavy with rounded leaves are wavy with rounded leaves are wavy with rounded 

pointspointspointspoints.

The The The The mountain ashmountain ashmountain ashmountain ash has has has has 

pairs of leaves along pairs of leaves along pairs of leaves along pairs of leaves along 

the stem.the stem.the stem.the stem.

The leaves of the The leaves of the The leaves of the The leaves of the planeplaneplaneplane

tree are like a star.tree are like a star.tree are like a star.tree are like a star.

Birch Birch Birch Birch leaves are small.leaves are small.leaves are small.leaves are small.

Copper beechCopper beechCopper beechCopper beech : : : : brown leaves.

Holly : Holly : Holly : Holly : sharp and glossy leaves.

Mountain ashMountain ashMountain ashMountain ash : : : : pairs of leaves along the stem.

PlanePlanePlanePlane : star shaped leaves.

Birch Birch Birch Birch : small with slightly jagged edges.

Oak Oak Oak Oak : wavy leaves with rounded points.

You can 
recognise 

trees by their 
leaves!



Leaves change colour and fall from the tree. Do you know why?Leaves change colour and fall from the tree. Do you know why?Leaves change colour and fall from the tree. Do you know why?Leaves change colour and fall from the tree. Do you know why?

In autumn it starts to get In autumn it starts to get In autumn it starts to get In autumn it starts to get 

colder and so does the colder and so does the colder and so does the colder and so does the 

temperature of the ground!temperature of the ground!temperature of the ground!temperature of the ground!

It makes it hard for tree It makes it hard for tree It makes it hard for tree It makes it hard for tree 

roots to get water from roots to get water from roots to get water from roots to get water from 

the soil so they can’t the soil so they can’t the soil so they can’t the soil so they can’t 

send enough water to send enough water to send enough water to send enough water to 

the leaves. That’s why the leaves. That’s why the leaves. That’s why the leaves. That’s why 

the leaves leaves fall the leaves leaves fall the leaves leaves fall the leaves leaves fall 

from the trees.from the trees.from the trees.from the trees.

Not all trees lose their Not all trees lose their Not all trees lose their Not all trees lose their 
leaves in autumn. leaves in autumn. leaves in autumn. leaves in autumn. 
EvergreenEvergreenEvergreenEvergreen trees with trees with trees with trees with 
leaves shaped like leaves shaped like leaves shaped like leaves shaped like 

needles or leaves that needles or leaves that needles or leaves that needles or leaves that 
are thick and waxy keep are thick and waxy keep are thick and waxy keep are thick and waxy keep 
most of their leaves.most of their leaves.most of their leaves.most of their leaves.

Here are some Here are some Here are some Here are some 
things to think things to think things to think things to think 

about.about.about.about.
Trees that keep their Trees that keep their Trees that keep their Trees that keep their 
leaves are called leaves are called leaves are called leaves are called 
evergreenevergreenevergreenevergreen....

Trees that lose Trees that lose Trees that lose Trees that lose 
their leaves are their leaves are their leaves are their leaves are 
called called called called deciduousdeciduousdeciduousdeciduous....

How many trees can you see that How many trees can you see that How many trees can you see that How many trees can you see that 
have lost their leaves?have lost their leaves?have lost their leaves?have lost their leaves?
How many still have all their leaves?How many still have all their leaves?How many still have all their leaves?How many still have all their leaves?

If you collect lots of If you collect lots of If you collect lots of If you collect lots of 
autumn leaves you autumn leaves you autumn leaves you autumn leaves you 
can sort them.can sort them.can sort them.can sort them.

Can you think how?Can you think how?Can you think how?Can you think how?

Go to the next Go to the next Go to the next Go to the next 
slide to for some slide to for some slide to for some slide to for some 
ideas!ideas!ideas!ideas!

Which leaves 
are waxy?

Which leaves 
bend or 
crumble?

Which leaves 
come from 
the same 

type of tree?

Can you Can you Can you Can you 
think of more think of more think of more think of more 
ideas?ideas?ideas?ideas?

Click to read some poems Click to read some poems Click to read some poems Click to read some poems 
about autumn leavesabout autumn leavesabout autumn leavesabout autumn leaves.

Down, down, downDown, down, downDown, down, downDown, down, down

Yellow and brown,Yellow and brown,Yellow and brown,Yellow and brown,

The leaves are fallingThe leaves are fallingThe leaves are fallingThe leaves are falling

On the ground.On the ground.On the ground.On the ground.

Red leaves flutter,Red leaves flutter,Red leaves flutter,Red leaves flutter,

Orange leaves fall,Orange leaves fall,Orange leaves fall,Orange leaves fall,

Brown leaves gatherBrown leaves gatherBrown leaves gatherBrown leaves gather

Along the wall.Along the wall.Along the wall.Along the wall.

Here is a poem Here is a poem Here is a poem Here is a poem 
about autumn about autumn about autumn about autumn 

leaves.leaves.leaves.leaves.
Click on the button Click on the button Click on the button Click on the button 

for more.for more.for more.for more.

Leaves speak,

Can you hear them?

An uncurling and stretching,

When blossom is falling

Leaves waking.

A bustling and rustling,

With birds busy nesting,

Leaves shaking.

A gentle soft murmur,

In warm sunny weather,

Leaves whispering.

A dripping and drooping

When rain has been falling,

Leaves weeping.

A roaring and rushing 

With wind and rain lashing,

Leaves trembling.

A slow shrinking up

When losing their sap,

Leaves sighing.

A crackling and snapping

On cold frosty days,

Leaves dying.By Jan Pollard

Things to think about after you have Things to think about after you have Things to think about after you have Things to think about after you have 
read the poemread the poemread the poemread the poem.

What might leaves be 
saying in different 
situations………………
in a spooky wood 

in a storm 
in a rainforest
by a river 

or when animals are in 
their tree?

What did the poem 
make you think about 

or feel?

Can you describe your 
thoughts?

Click to go on to external links page.

Nature Detectives – link

Link to DANCE - Val Sabin Lesson Plan Falling 

Leaves (6 lessons for reception with music clip)

Link to under 5s website – Autumn

To investigate evergreen and deciduous leaves

To understand that leaves vary in shape, size, texture..

To learn that there are different kinds of trees in the environment

To learn about what what happens to leaves in autumn

To be able to sort leaves according to easily observable features

To know that leaves decay naturally over time.

ART:

To explore ideas for a design and look at how shapes can compliment each other 

To Experiment with different arrangements of autumn leaves.

To find the most appropriate way of fixing them to the paper.

To Identify successful features in  their own and others work. .

BSL Widget - autumn leaves chart British Sign Language link

www.ks1resources.co.uk


